SPRING Writing Prompt (K-2):

 Prompt 1: Think about two things you did over the weekend. Write a personal narrative that tells about these things. TELL WHAT HAPPENED.

 Prompt 2: Pretend there is a new student and they want to know what to do at recess. Your job is to tell them what you think is the BEST activity and give the reasons why.

IC = Ideas & Content    O = Organization    V = Voice
WC = Word Choice        SF = Sentence Fluency    C = Conventions

Scoring Key (K-2):
Exceptional (6)    Capable (4)    Emerging (2)
Experienced (5)    Developing (3)    Beginning (1)

Scorer 1 Name:

___ IC    ___O    ___V    ___WC    ___SF    ___C

Scorer 2 Name:

___ IC    ___O    ___V    ___WC    ___SF    ___C

Scorer 3 Name (if necessary):

___ IC    ___O    ___V    ___WC    ___SF    ___C

TOTAL SCORE:________